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ABSTRACT

We present a method for the photometric selection of metal-poor halo giants from the imaging data of the
Sloan Digital Sky Survey9 (SDSS). These stars are offset from the stellar locus in the g�r versus u�g color-
color diagram. Based on a sample of 29 candidates for which spectra were taken, we derive a selection effi-
ciency of the order of 50% for stars brighter than r � 17 mag. The candidates selected in 400 deg2 of sky from
the SDSS Early Data Release trace the known halo structures (tidal streams from the Sagittarius dwarf gal-
axy and the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy), indicating that such a color-selected sample can be used to study
the halo structure even without spectroscopic information. This method, and supplemental techniques for
selecting halo stars, such as RR Lyrae stars and other blue horizontal-branch stars, can produce an unprece-
dented three-dimensional map of the Galactic halo based on the SDSS imaging survey.

Subject headings:Galaxy: general — Galaxy: halo — Galaxy: structure —
stars: Population II — surveys — techniques: photometric

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of the Galactic halo can help constrain the forma-
tion history of the Milky Way. Currently popular hierarchi-
cal models of galaxy formation predict the presence of
substructures (tidal tails, streams) due to the mergers and
accretion the Galaxy may have experienced over its lifetime
(Helmi et al. 2003; Steinmetz & Navarro 2002). These struc-
tures should be ubiquitous in the outer halo, where the
dynamical timescales are sufficiently long for them to
remain spatially coherent (Johnston, Hernquist, & Bolte
1996; Mayer et al. 2002). The best tracers of the outer halo
are the luminous giant stars (which can be detected at dis-
tances of over 100 kpc), and several investigations are tak-
ing advantage of tailored techniques, like Washington
photometry (Geisler 1984), to identify these stars (e.g.,
Majewski et al. 2000; the Spaghetti Photometric Survey
[SPS], see Morrison et al. 2000). In previous works blue

horizontal-branch and RR Lyrae stars have also been
used to probe the outer halo (Sommer-Larsen, Flynn, &
Christensen 1994; Kinman, Suntzeff, & Kraft 1994) and
even discover substructures, many of which are debris from
the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (Ivezić et al. 2000; Yanny et
al. 2000; Vivas et al. 2001).

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000)
has the potential to revolutionize studies of the Galactic
halo because it will provide homogeneous and deep
(r < 22:5) photometry in five passbands (u, g, r, i, and z;
Fukugita et al. 1996; Gunn et al. 1998; Smith et al. 2002;
Hogg et al. 2002), accurate to a few percent of up to 10,000
deg2 in the northern Galactic cap. The survey sky coverage
will result in photometric measurements of about 50 million
stars and a similar number of galaxies. Astrometric posi-
tions are accurate to better than 0>1 per coordinate (rms)
for sources brighter than 20.5 mag (Pier et al. 2003). Such a
large database is well suited for studies of Galactic struc-
ture, with the caveat that the photometric system must be
able to identify different classes of stars and variations in
their metallicity and luminosity. This separation is particu-
larly challenging for Galactic halo tracers because the num-
ber of halo stars at a given magnitude is much smaller
than that of any other Galactic component [e.g., in a high-
latitude field at b ¼ 45�, at V � 17 mag, and 0.3 �
(B�V ) � 1.5, the fraction of halo giants is �6%; see Robin,
Reylé, & Crézé 2000].

In this paper, we present a method designed to select can-
didate metal-poor giants based on their SDSS colors. Using
a sample of knownmetal-poor halo giants discovered by the
SPS, we isolated a region in the SDSS g�r versus u�g color-
color diagram in which the probability of a star being a
giant is enhanced. Spectroscopic observations of an
unbiased sample of 29 ‘‘ candidate ’’ stars with r < 17 indi-
cate that the selection efficiency of our technique is approxi-
mately 50%. In x 2 we describe the selection method, and in
x 3 we discuss its implications for the Galactic halo studies.
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2. COLOR SELECTION OF METAL-POOR
GIANT STARS

2.1. The SDSS Photometric Data

We use SDSS imaging data that were taken during the
commissioning phase and which are part of the SDSS Early
Data Release (Stoughton et al. 2002, hereafter EDR). We
analyze here equatorial observing runs 94, 125, 752, and
756, which cover 394 deg2 and include two regions:
j�J2000:0jd1=27 and �J2000:0 ¼ 23h24m 03h44m (runs 94 and
125) and �J2000:0 ¼ 08h7m 16h40m (runs 752 and 756). In
order to test the photometric repeatability, we also use run
1755, which overlaps with run 125 in the range
�J2000:0 ¼ 23h22m 03h03m (74.8 deg2 area). Note that the
wide range of Galactic coordinates implies that the different
Galactic components will manifest themselves with varying
strength within this data set.

We have extracted 2,143,248 objects classified as point
sources by the photometric pipeline (photo; Lupton et al.
2001), which do not have any of the following flags set:
bright, satur, blended, notchecked, deblended_as_moving.
This flag combination selects sources with the most reliable
photometry (for details see EDR and Ž. Ivezić et al. 2003, in
preparation, hereafter Paper II). We use the ‘‘ point-spread
function ’’ magnitudes corrected for interstellar reddening10

(Schlegel, Finkbeiner, &Davis 1998).

2.2. SDSS Colors of the SPS Giants

Some regions observed by the SPS overlap with runs 752
and 756. The SPS’s Washington photometry is used to iso-
late metal-poor stars on the basis of their (M�T2) and
(M�51) colors (sensitive to temperature and the strength of
the Mg b and MgH features near 5200 Å, respectively; see
Geisler, Claria, & Minniti 1991; Paltoglou & Bell 1994) and
to obtain a first estimate of the luminosity class of the stars.
These candidates are observed spectroscopically and are
classified into dwarfs and giants using the following indica-
tors (Morrison et al. 2002):

1. The Mg b and MgH features near 5200 Å, which are
characteristic of dwarfs and are almost absent in giant stars
for 0.8 � (B�V ) � 1.3 (Flynn &Morrison 1990).
2. The Ca i �4227 line, which is usually present in dwarfs

and absent in giants; while this feature may be visible in
metal-poor giants (with ½Fe=H� � �1:5), it is much weaker
than in dwarfs of the same color.
3. The Ca ii H and K lines near 3950 Å, which are sensi-

tive to [Fe/H] (see Beers et al. 1999).

The contours in the top left panel of Figure 1 show, in the
g�r versus u�g color-color diagram, the distribution of
19,000 stars from run 125 that are brighter than r ¼ 19 and
whose photometric errors in all bands (u, g, and r) are less
than 0.05. Nine SPS giants11 (Dohm-Palmer et al. 2001) are
shown by filled circles and are clearly offset from the center
of the stellar locus (for a discussion of the position of the
stellar locus in the SDSS photometric system see, e.g., Finla-
tor et al. 2000). In the other SDSS color-color projections,
the SPS giants fall right on the stellar locus, having
0:15 � r�i � 0:4 and 0 � i�z � 0:25. Note also that since

metal-poor stars are bluer than metal-rich stars of the same
temperature (see Mihalas & Binney 1981, p. 120), they are
shifted left from the main locus in the g�r versus u�g dia-
gram shown in Figure 1 (Lenz et al. 1998; Fan 1999).

2.3. Definition of the s Color

We use the well-defined stellar locus to derive a principal
axes coordinate system (P1, P2), where P1 lies parallel to the
stellar locus and P2 measures the distance from it (see also
Odenkirchen et al. 2001; Willman et al. 2001). The origin is
chosen to coincide with the highest stellar density
(u�g ¼ 1:21, g�r ¼ 0:42). Since the objects of interest occur
in a relatively narrow color range, we restrict ourselves to
1:1 � u�g � 2 and 0:3 � g�r � 0:8 (we refer the reader to
Lenz et al. 1998 for an extensive study of how the SDSS col-
ors of stars translate into temperature, metallicity, and sur-
face gravity). This procedure yields

P1 ¼ 0:910 ðu� gÞ þ 0:415 ðg� rÞ � 1:28 ; ð1Þ

P2 ¼ �0:415 ðu� gÞ þ 0:910 ðg� rÞ þ 0:12 : ð2Þ

The top right panel in Figure 1 shows the r versus P2

color-magnitude diagram for 47,771 stars from run 125.
The position of the locus clearly depends on the rmagnitude
(the median P2 color becomes redder at the faint end), and
we correct for this effect using a linearP2 versus r fit (the cor-
rection varies from �0.03 to 0.05 mag). We thus define a
new color, s—named after the Spaghetti survey—that is
normalized such that its error is approximately equal to the
mean photometric error in a single band (assuming uncorre-
lated measurements in the u, g, and r bands). We obtain

s ¼ �0:249uþ 0:794g� 0:555rþ 0:24 : ð3Þ

The r versus s color-magnitude diagram for stars with
�0:1 < P1 < 0:6 is shown in the bottom left panel of Figure
1. The thick solid line in the bottom right panel of Figure 1
shows the distribution of s for stars brighter than r ¼ 19 that
were observed in both runs 125 and 1755. The equivalent
Gaussian distribution width determined from the interquar-
tile range is 0.035 mag. The dashed line shows the distribu-
tion of the difference in s between the two epochs divided by
ffiffiffi

2
p

; its width is 0.025 mag; that is, the error distribution is
narrower than the observed s color distribution, demon-
strating that the s color distribution reflects some intrinsic
stellar property. The thin solid line is a best Gaussian fit to
the s color distribution and shows that the latter is not sym-
metric: the red wing contains more stars than the blue wing.

2.4. The Selection Criteria forMetal-poor Giants

Based on the s color distribution of the SPS giants and the
overall s color distribution, we select candidate metal-poor
giants as stars with r < 19, �0:1 < P1 < 0:6 (for 1:1 �
u�g � 2 and 0:3 � g�r � 0:8), and

s > ms þ 0:05 ; ð4Þ

where ms is the median value of s in appropriately chosen
subsamples. Since the accuracy of EDR data calibration is
finite (about 0.01–0.02 mag),ms is not exactly zero. We cali-
brate the data corresponding to a given run and camera col-
umn (i.e., individual scan line) independently and compute
ms for these subsamples. As expected, the ms distribution is

10 The full reddening correction is applied because the majority of stars
relevant to this study (i.e., blue stars) are expected to be farther than 1 kpc,
see Finlator et al. (2000).

11 Kindly provided to us byH.Morrison.
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well described by a Gaussian with a width of �0.025 mag
(see Fig. 2, top right panel). Note as well that ms (or equiva-
lently the location of the principal axes) may change slightly
as a function of Galactic coordinates as a result of a different
mixture of stellar populations. However, this shift is suffi-
ciently small that we may neglect it. Hereafter, we will sim-
ply use ŝswhen referring to this median-corrected color.

3. TESTS OF THE SELECTION METHOD

3.1. Comparisons of the Candidates and a Control Sample

We define two samples for comparing the angular and
magnitude distribution: the ‘‘ candidates ’’ R with
ŝs > þ0:05 and the ‘‘ control sample ’’ B with ŝs < �0:05. In
all the runs that we have analyzed, we find that the number
of stars in R is significantly larger than in B. We compare
the angular and magnitude distribution of the two samples
in Figure 2 for stars in runs 752 and 756 whose photometric
errors12 in all bands (u, g, and r) are less than 0.05. To

account for a smaller number of stars inB, we have selected
a random subset ofR having the same size asB.

The top left panels in Figure 2 show that the angular dis-
tribution of stars in R appears more isotropic than that of
B. In particular, the number of stars in B increases toward
lower Galactic latitudes, indicating that they are dominated
by the disk population. It is evident from the bottom left
panels in the same figure that the samples have different
magnitude distributions—the R sample contains a larger
fraction of bright stars—which possibly reflects different
distance distributions. These results hint at an overall differ-
ent spatial distribution for stars in the candidate region
from those in the control sample. The bottom right panel
shows that there is an enhancement in the stellar density of
the R sample (dotted curve) for �J2000.0 in the range of 13h–
16h, which can be linked to the recently discovered clumps
in the Galactic halo, associated with the Sagittarius dwarf
northern tidal streams (Ivezić et al. 2000; Yanny et al. 2000;
Dohm-Palmer et al. 2001; Martinez-Delgado et al. 2001;
Newberg et al. 2002). We performed a �2 statistical test to
determine the probability that the B and R samples are
drawn from the same parent population. If we restrict the

Fig. 1.—Top left panel: Contours show the distribution of 19,000 stars with r < 19 in the g�r vs. u�g color-color diagram. A sample of metal-poor giants
discovered by the SPS is shown by solid circles (all panels); note that they are offset from the locus center. The dashed lines show a principal axes system aligned
with the locus. Top right panel: r vs. P2 color-magnitude diagram. Bottom left panel: s vs. P2 diagram, where s is derived from P2 by accounting for the magni-
tude dependence. The thick solid histogram in the bottom right panel shows the distribution of s for stars brighter than r ¼ 19 from run 125 that were also
observed in run 1755. The dashed histogram shows the s error distribution determined frommultiple observations. The thin solid curve is a best Gaussian fit to
the s color distribution and shows that the latter is not symmetric: the red wing has more stars than the blue wing. The candidate giants from the spectroscopic
sample discussed in x 3.2 are shown by triangles in the upper right panel and divided into confirmed giants (squares) and dwarfs (triangles) in the bottom left
panel.

12 Here we use a newer processing rerun than available in EDR.
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samples to �J2000:0 ¼ 13h 16h, we find this probability to be
�3� 10�9. If no restriction is applied, the probability is
even smaller,�10�10. The southern streams of Sagittarius in
runs 94 and 125 (�J2000:0 � 1h15m, �J2000:0 � 0�; Yanny et al.
2000) and the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy in runs 1336/
9 and 1356/9 (�J2000:0 ¼ 17h20m, �J2000:0 ¼ 57=9; Oden-
kirchen et al. 2001)—none of which is shown in Figure 2—
are recovered as clear overdensities in the distribution of
candidate stars, which is not the case for stars in the control
sample.

3.2. Spectroscopic Observations and Analysis

The results from the previous subsection suggest that the
fraction of halo giants in the candidate subset R is signifi-
cantly larger than that of the comparison sample B. To
investigate this and to derive an estimate of the selection effi-
ciency, we selected stars from two overlapping runs, 125
and 1755, which satisfy the selection criteria in both runs.
Of a total of 72 candidates with ŝs > 0:05, we randomly
selected 29, for which we obtained intermediate resolution
spectra. The data reduced with the most recent version of
photometric pipeline (photo version 5_3) have photometric

errors of the order 0.02 mag, smaller than the EDR data
used here, which have errors of the order 0.03 mag. The
requirement that the candidate stars qualify in both runs
has a similar effect on efficiency as smaller photometric
errors, and thus the selection efficiency obtained here is
more representative of the upcoming SDSSData Release 1.

The r magnitudes of the selected candidates range from
14 to 17 mag, with a median r magnitude of 16 (see Table 1
for the list of stars and their colors). The spectra were
obtained during the nights of 2001 October 20–24, using the
Calar Alto Faint Object Spectrograph on the Calar Alto 2.2
m telescope in the framework of the Calar Alto Key Project
for SDSS Follow-up Observations (Grebel 2001). The reso-
lution was 4 Å, the spectral range � ¼ 3200 5800 Å, and we
integrated each star for 900 up to 2000 s, depending on the
brightness of the star and weather conditions. The reduction
process will be described in detail in Paper II.

In the wavelength range probed by the selection method,
the features most sensitive to luminosity class are those used
by the SPS: the Mg b triplet near 5170 Å and the Ca i �4227
line. In Figure 3 we show the spectra of six of the stars in the
program. With the obtained resolution and signal-to-noise
ratios, it is possible to separate the giants from the dwarfs

Fig. 2.—Left panels: Sky distribution (declination vs. right ascension�) and rmagnitude vs.� diagrams for stars in runs 752 and 756 satisfying eq. (4). There
are 5125 stars inR and 2844 inB. Here we have selected a random sample ofRwith the same number of stars as inB for a more direct comparison of the spa-
tial distribution of stars in each subset. The regions �d10h and 15 7 5d� contain data from a drift scan that does not have interleaving stripes, hence the very
uneven distribution of stars at different declinations in those regions. Top right panels: Median value of s and the dispersion as a function of � for the six inde-
pendent camera columns.We have excluded data closer than 150 pixels to the chip edge because the flat-fielding uncertainties in the u band increase photomet-
ric errors by about 1%. Bottom right panel: Histograms show the number of stars per 2=5 bins for the wholeR sample (dotted curve), for theB sample (dashed
curve), and for a random realization of theR sample with the same number of stars asB (solid curve).
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even by simple visual inspection. The three spectra in the left
panels clearly show the absence of theMgH andMg b triplet
(compare to the spectra shown in the right panel), thus
proving that at least some of the stars in our sample are
giants. To obtain a more quantitative discrimination
between giant and dwarf stars, we also measure the equiva-
lent widths of the Ca iiK, the Ca i �4227 and the Mg b trip-
let lines, according to the definitions of Morrison et al.
(2002). We use their calibrations to assign luminosity class.
Out of the 29 observed stars, 12 are metal-poor giants, 13
are metal-poor dwarfs, and for four stars the obtained
signal-to-noise ratio is insufficient for classification. A
rough estimate of [Fe/H] has been obtained by visual
inspection of the spectra (we do not have enough standards
for proper calibration). Such a method has an inherent
uncertainty of about 0.5 dex.

We conclude that the identification of metal-poor giants
can be made with satisfactory efficiency, of order 50%, using
the SDSS photometric data. However, we caution that the
stars in our spectroscopic sample are relatively bright
(r < 17), and thus this efficiency will be lower than 50% for
fainter magnitudes due to increased photometric errors and
contamination by subdwarfs.

4. DISCUSSION

The technique described in this paper can be used to study
the structure of the Galactic halo in two complementary
ways. One method is to select candidates for spectroscopic
follow-up and determine their luminosity class and radial
velocity. The latter essentially adds an extra dimension that
could prove useful in disentangling structures in the halo
(Harding et al. 2001). This approach would be analogous to
that used by the SPS. A second possibility, and which per-
haps makes a better use of the uniquely large SDSS data set,
is a statistical approach. One can compare the angular and

Fig. 3.—Spectra of six candidate stars, which were observed with the 2.2 m telescope at Calar Alto. The spectra have 4 Å resolution and have not been flux
calibrated. Left panels: Spectra of three giants. Right panels: Spectra of three dwarfs. Notice the strongMgH andMg b triplet in the dwarfs, which are almost
absent in the giants. The candidate stars have characteristic colors with median g�r = 0.62, which typically corresponds to a Teff � 5000 K, median
u�g = 1.40, andmedian s ¼ 0:07. Their median rmagnitude is 16.03.

TABLE 1

Spectroscopically Observed Giant Candidates

�J2000.0 �J2000.0 u�g g�r r s Class

23 22 49.9 00 00 45.6 1.18 0.52 14.57 0.08 G

23 23 30.5 00 58 17.9 1.47 0.75 16.35 0.12 G

23 23 44.0 00 30 16.9 1.32 0.64 14.59 0.12 G

23 25 51.1 01 00 23.0 1.62 0.79 17.06 0.10 D

23 28 57.0 00 55 49.8 1.56 0.50 16.31 0.06 u

23 29 16.7 00 55 51.4 1.31 0.61 16.89 0.08 G

23 31 05.9 00 02 21.7 1.47 0.66 15.27 0.08 D

23 31 22.3 �00 17 32.4 1.33 0.59 16.45 0.07 u

23 34 59.6 �00 16 05.1 1.40 0.62 15.72 0.07 G

23 37 35.1 �01 05 02.5 1.71 0.77 16.68 0.07 D

23 43 56.4 00 10 52.3 1.35 0.58 14.58 0.07 G

23 49 39.7 �00 42 57.0 1.70 0.77 16.42 0.07 D

23 51 53.9 00 02 37.9 1.60 0.71 16.71 0.06 D

00 04 56.7 �00 18 37.0 1.07 0.54 14.67 0.12 G

00 05 7.3 00 02 40.8 1.37 0.62 15.94 0.09 D

00 10 16.9 00 52 25.4 1.71 0.71 14.05 0.06 G

00 15 24.1 �00 21 26.9 1.38 0.69 16.25 0.11 u

00 21 57.5 �00 17 38.5 1.23 0.52 14.75 0.07 G

00 29 00.8 00 05 29.5 1.42 0.59 14.77 0.06 G

00 30 05.8 �00 24 07.2 1.62 0.78 16.53 0.10 D

00 32 20.1 00 51 41.4 1.09 0.48 16.17 0.07 G

00 32 31.5 �00 22 27.2 1.61 0.72 16.47 0.06 D

00 33 36.4 �00 49 08.7 1.42 0.57 14.38 0.06 D

00 33 40.5 �00 17 17.5 1.42 0.62 14.13 0.08 D

00 34 28.4 00 32 04.3 1.47 0.69 16.03 0.09 D

00 35 44.5 00 04 12.4 1.30 0.54 15.19 0.06 G

00 38 21.8 �00 17 48.4 1.35 0.56 14.02 0.07 D

00 38 39.2 00 07 12.9 1.64 0.69 14.91 0.06 D

00 38 42.4 00 35 55.1 1.23 0.55 16.11 0.07 u

Notes.—Right ascension, declination, apparent magnitudes, and colors
of the 29 candidates with follow-up spectra. Units of right ascension are
hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arc-
minutes, and arcseconds. The last column denotes whether the star is a
giant (G) or dwarf (D) or whether the spectra was not good enough to
determine the luminosity class (u).
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magnitude distributions of candidate giant stars with that
of stars in a control sample, in the same spirit as Figure 2. A
statistical subtraction of the distributions of the data sets
may allow, for example, a mapping of overdensities in the
number of candidate giant stars at different locations in the
sky. When combined with other techniques for selecting
halo stars, such as RR Lyrae stars and blue horizontal-
branch stars, it will be possible to produce an unprece-
dented, detailed three-dimensional map of the Galactic halo
based on the SDSS imaging survey.
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